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ABSTRACT
This investigation covers the development of light weight x_,heel
and brake systems designed to meet the space shuttle type
requirements. The investigation covers using carbon graphite
composite and beryllium as heat sink materials and the
compatibility of these heat sink materials with the other
structural components of the wheel and brake.
vii
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SI_MM A i_ Y
4'
]'he s[,a e sh,,_:le i_ c.,<tret._ely weight sensitive, parti_,:iar!g
with respect to auxiliary .-,ysl_,,_s s_lch as landing gear lt._
brake req_lirements differ fro_ _, most aircrafl in that i* req_ire_
high perforn_ance with Io,*. life.
The investigation was to develop a lightweight braking _qy.q*enl
using a.49 x 17-20 ",_heel and tire as.qembly capable of ab._._rbir_
4Z x 106 ft-lbs for five stops and 70 × 106 ft-lbs for one stop.
Two lightweight braking systems were considered for evaluation.
The first utilized structural carbon as the beat sink material and
the second used carbon lined beryllium. This development program
was to advance the present state of the art of existing designs, and
no new technology was developed.
The investigation showed that both brake designs were capable of
meeting the space shuttle type requirements. The initial weight
and cost advantage was with the structural carbon heat sink,
operating at 2000°F and 2800oF for the five and one stop require-
ment respectively. Phase I and II tests indicated that operating
at these high energies and temperatures cause thermal cracking
of the structural carbon disks and a wheel and tire temperature
compatibility problem. Increasing the mass of the carbon heat
sink to a level where its operating temperature would be compatible
with the wheel and tire_ gave the weight and cost advantage tc_ the
carbon lined beryllium brake.
Tests on the carbon lined beryllium, brake demonstrated its
capability to meet, and its compatibility with the wheel and tire
for the five stop requirement. Problems did develop with the
mechanical attachment of the carbon lining to the beryllium _ ore
and the one stop requirement was not performed. The solution
to the problem is evident and the analyical analysis shows the
brake capable of meeting the requirements.
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RESULTS
The initial and final weight trade-offs between the struct,.iral
carbon and carbon lined beryllium brakes are show,_ on "Fable I.
Mass had to be added to the carbon heat sink to lo,_er its
operating temperature for the five stop reqt, irement from ZCOI)°F
to !600°F to be compatible with the wheel and tire There was
a 7. Z pound increase in weight of the beryllium brake and wheel
assembly due to the redesign in the carbon lining attachment and
the addition of wheel heat shields. The final weight trade-c_.t
shows the carbon lined beryllium brake and wheel asserr_b_y to be
27.6 pounds lighter than the structural carbon brake and wheel
assembly.
P"W'. _r_ING PAGE BLANK NOT
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RESULTS
(cont'dt
t
Graphl_o. 1 shows the. results of the temperature survey
j performed on the carbon lined beryllium brake for the f_ve
stop requirement. The wheel temperatures were
approaching their limit with a brake heat sink temperature
' J of 1200°F. The addition of the wheel heat shields will
i lower theee temperatures to a safe level, but would not maintain
these levels for an equivalent weight structural carbon
I brake that operates at Z000eF.
"_" ' _ GRAPH NO. 1
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RESULTS
(cont'd)
The heat sink temperatures established for the brakes are shown
on Graph No. 2. For the space shuttle requirement, the carbon
lined beryllium brake saves 27.6 pounds per assembly and
operates 400 to 500 ° cooler than the carbon brake. The wear
rate for the carbon lining material, which was used on both
brake designs, was .0007; 0003 inches per surface per stop
for the five stop requirement. The five stop condition would
only require . 0015 inches of lining per surface.
The following weight cost trade-off indicates that the beryllium
brake would cost more but should be justified by the total weight
sa red.
WEIGHT COST TRADE-OFF
Description Weight Weight Budgetary * Cost/
ibs Saved Ibs Prices** Ibs saved
Structural Carbon
Brake Assembly
P/N 2-1279-2 158.4 --- $ZO, O00
Carbon Lined
Beryllium
B rake A s s stably
P/N 2-1279-3 130.8 27.6 22,000
$$ Based on a hundred piece order.
$ Cost/Ib Saved = difference in weilht
difference in cost
$72.50
xiv
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CONC !_USIONS
.
.
.
The carbon lined beryllium brake is the lightc:st brake
for the space shuttle req_airements.
The retlseability and performance of the carbon iined
beryllium brake ard wheel assembly should exceed
that of the structural carbon brake and wheel assembly.
The berylli,.mx brake will operate cooler, has the same
low wearing lining material as the structural carbon
brake and its beryllium core can be relined.
The temperature limitations of the wheel and tire limit
the full potential of the structural carbon brake. The
increase of heat sink _veight required for the carbon
brake to be compatible with the wheel and tire, make
it heavier than the beryllium brake and increase its
cost.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendation is to continue the development of the
carbon lined beryllium brake. Improvements are require_
in the thermal conductivity of the carbon lining and the
method of attaching the carbon lining material to the
beryllium core.
*".... /.... rv G l,_l"r_ or ._l,, K ,Nf_ lrl][Ji[_
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INTRODUCTION
The object of this investigation was to develop for the space shuttle
type requirements, as shown on Table n, a wheel and br_ke system
which would be lighter than existing aircraft wheel and brake designs.
The investigation covered development of a lightweight braking system
which would be compatible with existing alunainurn aircraft _vheels.
There were two lightweight aircraft braking systems under consideratbon.
The first used structural carbon as t!_ heat sink material, and the st_cond
used carbon or sintered Iron-lined beryllium.
STRLICT UIRAL C._R IK_
SINTERED IROf_ LINED OR
CARBON LINEO eERYLL IUM
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TAB LE TI
Design Requirements
(Ref: NAS Contract No. 9-12049, Exhibit "A")
Wheel
Tire Type
Rated Static Load
Botton%ing Load Factor
Inflation Pressure
Touchdown Speed
Tire Size O. D.
Roll Life
Environment
VII or VIII
60,000 !bs.
Z.8
300 PSI
180 Knots
40 to 5Z inches
100 Miles
Pressure to I0 -5 torr.
Temperature of -65°F for
seven clays _¢ith a pressure
drop not to exceed five
percent.
B rake
One stop KE=I00 x 108 ft-lbs.
ER-4139
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STRUCTURAL CARBON HE%T SINK DESCRIPT!O?:
The structural carbon graphite co:nposite heat ,_ink is tho industrv's n,ost
recent development. Figure [ _hows a structural _ari_,_ cotter and stator.
The design consists of disks with drives on the C_]D for the rotors and on
the ID for the stators with steel reinforcen_ent a voun_._ _.a<.k of the _rive lugs.
Its relative advantages and disadvantages are presented in Table ill. it can
be seen that carbon brakes have many positive features. The rnain disadvantage
is that it must operate at extren_.e!y high ter_aperat.r_, ; f_,r"most applications
to be weight-effective with the beryllium brake.
#
#
Figure I
Structural Carbon Rotor and Stator Design
3
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TABLE III
Advantages and Disadvantages of Structural Carbon Heat Sink
.
,, ,,, ,,. ,,
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
.| i ,,i , , ru ,,
Li_htwe ight
Dependi,lg upon the require-
ments, the carbon brake could
be lighter than the beryllium
brake.
COST
Material costs projected on
estimated volume in 1975 are
lower than on beryllium.
. "_rea r
Present wear rates average ten
times lower than the better
sintered iron linings. No wear
advantage over the carbon-lined
be ryllim_ brake.
. Simplicity
The heat sink designs are simply
disks with reinforced drives.
No attaching of lining required.
l,
.
.
High Operating Temperature
To be weight competitive with
the beryllium brake, the carbon
heat sink must operate at higher
temperatures, thus the temper-
ature of associated hardware
will run hotter.
Oxidation
Weight and strength loss due to
oxidation of the heat sink exists.
Oxidation inhibitors have been
developed to minimize the
problem and give a reasonable
heat sink life.
Moisture Se ns_.tivity
The coefficient of friction on the
early designs was affected by
moisture. This condition has
been minimized on the latest
designs.
4
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BERYLLIUM HEAT SINK
The beryllium heat sink has been proven in ser- i,:,, ,:: both tht,. C-SA and
F-14 aircrafts. Figure 2 shows the carbon-lincH be_-_,ilitm_ heat _lni<
design, a derivative of the C-5 and F-14 basic d,_.:_ign. Tb_ de_'ivative
uses carbon composites as lining rather than sint_,rc,{ ir**n with ste,"l
backing. The carbon-lined beryllium heat sink c,,mhines the frictional
advantages of the structural carbon heat sink _'ith the [ox_ ,,!_.r,tting
temperatures of the beryllium heat sink. Tht. advanta_t_ :nci disadvantages
of the beryllium heat sink are listed on Table D. r. i'[.,: main advantage of
using berFllium as a heat sink material is that for equal _eight brake
assemblies, the beryllium brake would operate cooler than the carbon brake.
ent
ROTOR DE$1GM
Re zyllim Z t!zc_m_e=t
S.TA TOR DESIGN
Patent No. B,746. 139
Dated Sul 7 17. !qT3
Figure Z
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I'!_I:?Y_,.I.IUN! HEAT SI.N_K (continuedl
TABLE IV
Advantages and Disadvantages of Ber\'lltuc._ tI,,ot bi,:_
,
°
ADVANTAGES
I ,ightweigh.t
Depending upon requirements,
the beryllium brake could be
lighter than the carbon brake.
Low Operat,_g Temperature
I;, ryllium with its lower heat
sink operating temperature
r:,.qults in lower peak temper-
atures of assembly components
such as the piston housing and
wheel.
_. Replaceable Friction Material
Replaceable friction material
allows reuse of the beryllium
heat sink parts.
i,
DISA DVA NTAGES
i i iii ii
Cost
Depending upon sales volun_,,,
c_ sts of the bc. rglliun, heat
sink are expected to be hxgh_ :
than the carbon heat sink.
Multiple Component :;
Attachment of lining to the
beryllium , ore t)ro._ces a ::,al,"
of comp_)nents.
6
J
;}
_}
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PRELIMINARY BRAKE SIZING AND TR.-',.i>_:-,<_:.__,
!
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Figure 4
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TABLE x
PROPOSED IlEAl' SINK CI_;"I, _<t\
KE x 106
ft Ibs
it_ i i i
I00
Lining
Loading
ft lbs
83, 636
I l:_tzig
._t li, s
p
2 ,_,(;
F"riction
Force
PSI
|
54.5
The object of the development program was to achieve a minimunl weight
wheel and brake system. The present state of the art was realistically exceeded
in sizing these brakes to achieve this goal. Th_ trade-offs between these two
wheel and brake systems designed for I00 x I0 ft Ibs of energy were as follows:
Wheel & Brake
Weight - Ibs
Peak Heat Sink
Temperature OF
Structural Carbon Brake 297.6 3000
Carbon-Lined Beryllium Brake Z98.5 1800
The comparison shows that the carbon brake system, while running
considerabllr hotter, was slightly lighter than the beryllium brake system.
The following are areas that need to be investigated for both braking systems.
9
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AREAS OF INVESTIGATION - STRUCTURAL CARBON BRAKE
Investigate the high heat sink operating temperature and its effect
on and compatibility with the wheel and tire.
Determine reusable limits for the wheel and brake assembly.
Determine the operating characteristics of the brake, using the
proposed design criteria. The design exceeds previous demonstrated
design criteria.
Determine if the heat sink designed to these conditions can meet
the structural requirements.
AREAS OF INVESTIGATION - CARBON-LINED BERYLLIUM BRAKE
Io Determine the operating characteristics of the carbon lining material
using the proposed design criteria. The lining loadings exceed previous
demonstrated lining load s.
Prove method of mechanically attaching the carbon lining to the
beryllium core.
PROVEN AREAS
Io The beryllium heat sink has been proven structurally by C-SA
and F-14 aircraft applications. The internal stresses of the proposed
beryllium heat sink are approximately 25% lower than the proven
capability of the C-5 A beryllium heat sink. Reference: Stress Analysis
in Appendix B, pages B-I through B-4.
The lower operating temperature of beryllium heat sink has been proven
compatible with the tire and _;iuminurn wheel.
lO
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PROVEN AREAS (continued)
The structural carbon brake was selected for the initi,_ldevelopment effort.
To realize the potential cost and _,eight savings c_fth,:carbon brake, the
effort was required to provide information resardin_ the feasibility of using
the carbon heat sink.
The heat sink material selected for the progvazla _-_ ._(,VD (chemical
vapor deposited) processed rayon material manuiactured by Super Temp Co.,
Santa Fe Springs, California. The material was sc-l¢,_-t_-dfor its high
mechanical properties.
PROGRAM PLAN
The development program on the structural carbon brake was divided into
two phases:
PHASE I
Phase I develops the design criteria and limitation of the structural carbon
heat sink. Phase I consisted of testing two, two-rotor heat sinks. The
first two-rotor heat sink would be tested to determine the maximum heat
sink loading that the heat sink will withstand and still be reusable. This
would be accomplished by running stops, increasing the heat sink loading,
and inspecting until failure or serious deterioration occurs.
The second two-rotor heat sink would be tested to detern_ine the r_aximum
heat sink loading for a one-stop condition. The maxin_um heat sink loading
will be determined by the amount of energy absorbed by the brake at time
of failure.
PHASE II
Phase H combines the technology generated in Phase I into a practical
lightweight wheel and brake sub-system concept for the space shuttle type
requirements. The final test would be to run a full-size brake to the
one- stop energy condition.
II
!
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PHASE I
TWO-ROTOR BRAKE TEST
Assembly P/N Z-IZ79
OBJECTIVE
1. Establish i-eusable linilts for heat sink.
X. Vericy design criteria for high-temperature operation.
TEST RESULTS
The objective was accomplished. _.he stop was completed at a heat sink
loading of 850, 700 ft lbs/Ibrn; equivalent to Z, 680OF. The following
conclusions were made:
lo The heat sink is not reusable at a heat sink loading of
850, 000 ft lb/lbrn. The high temperatures generated
caused localized oxidation, making the heat sink un. ale
for reuse. The reusable limit established previously
on military applications would still hold for the Space
Shuttle at a heat sink loading of 550,000 ft lb/lbm.
Zo A weight reduction of approximately five percent can be
realized by eliminating the steel reinforcing clips
around the drive lugs. These clips were designed to
eliminate abrasion on the faces of the drive lugs for
long-life application. The high operating temperature
for the one-stop condition weakens the steel clips, and
the llCe requirements for the Space Shuttle do not
require clips for abrasive protection.
. Coefficient of friction was low. A four-rotor brake
was proposed for this development program to optimize
weight. This meant pushing the lining power far beyond
the present state-of-the-art. This high lining power
generated extreme s_rface temperature causing the low
coefficient of friction. As the lining power dropped during
the stop, the coefficient of friction recovered.
1Z
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TEST RESULTS (continued)
3. (continued)
The solution to the problem would be to increase the
number of rotors decreasing the li;::.ng power. Since
the reinforcing clips are no longer required, there
will be no weight penalty for incrcasi:_g the number
of rotors.
Graph No. 4, pag_ 14, shows torque and temperature versus stop time.
The ntmnbers l and 2 rotor temperatures (R-l, R-Z) were
measured on the outside diameter. The stator temperatures shown
were measured at the inside diameter of the center stator as shown in
Figure 5.
10
/,0
Temperature for
Center Stator No. Z,
center of disk
located in
Temperature for
Center Stators 1 and 3, located
midway between center and
friction surface
Center Stator
Fig. 5
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TEST RESULTS !continued)
The stator thermocouples burned out at about Z, Z00°F. These th(:rmo-
couples showed a te,mperature gradient of 4,700°F,/In in the beginning
of the stop between Positions 1 and 2. The temper,_ture gradient
between the friction surfaces and thermocouples, Positions 1 and 3, is
expected to be higher than 4,700°F/In.
GRAPH NO. 4
PHASE I
TWO-ROTOR BRAKE TEST
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TEST RESULTS _continued)
Graph No. 5 shows the temperature survey of the structural components
surrounding the two rotor heat sinks. The tezr, perature survey was
performed with cooling fan blowing into wheel from the outboard side.
The peak temperature of the wheel tubewell exceeded its reusable limit,
and the fuse plug released the tire inflation pressure. The test verified
that the wheel would not be reusable at a brake kinetic energy of
/
39.06 x l0 _ ft lb and a heat sink temperature of 2680°F.
Danger exists in operating the maximum energy condition of I00 x 106 ft Ibs
at these temperatures in that without external cooling, the tubewell of
the wheel could fail before the fuse plugs can deflate the tire.
Photographs I through 4 show the heat sink before and after test.
GRAPH NO 5
TEMPER ATURE SURVEY
TWO-ROTOR BRAKE TEST
I:'%_'_E 1[ 'l"w,_,o _.olrole .'T_ST
H'_L : 8.:.0, o00 P'T- |I_'_/_.B,
0 I 2 'S 4 S 6 ? _ _ I0
"r,Mi (_ ,._.)
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 1
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 2
ROTOR AFTER TEST SHOWING THERMAL CRACKING
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 3
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 4
BACK PLATE INSULATOR
Temperature Data Indicated that the Insulator Performed
its function. The Hastelloy X Material ,k_elted After the Stop
19
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PROBLEM AREAS
- t__ ICA-[,iON
• i _:.._,_ -rotor heat sink presented a processing problem due to the
.!,i_i,,n_.ss c,f the parts. The rotor and stator thicknesses were 1.2-07
-,,/J .'. 289 i¢_ches, respectively.
_;,,_.,_ [i_:_itation of the CVDprocessing system is the difficulty of
i.filtratin_ thick structures. Pyrolytic carbon is built on all exposed
iib,:r._ 3imultaneously, The space between the outer fibers is gradually
,_ealcd off with further infiltration of the interior of the structure heing
_toppt--t. So, great care is required to prevent premature sealing of
thL: _utside surfaces.
.'.'heproblem with the thick parts is obtaining a high-density core. By
reducing the thickness of the heat sink elements, the required penetration
depth is decreased; increasing the density of the core. Figure 6 shows
the relative improvement in density.
Original 4-Rotor Proposed 7-Rotor -_
Thickne ss Thic kne ss
L3
__  Ic=
!
Figure 6 ]
i:;,:: c c_ sing the density also improves the strength and thermal
,:,_'t,ductivitT of the material; two important factors.
2O
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THERMAL STRESS
The. dynamometer test results indicated high temperature gradients
across the thickness of the disk. An analytical study _vas performed using
the computer to determine the temperature gradients and corresponding
thermal stress for a four-rotor and seven-rotor brake. The thermal stress
computed for the present four-rotor configuration was 11,900 psi. This
stress level is equivalent to the ultimate tensile strength of the material,
substantiating the failures observed on test.
A similar analysis was performed on the proposed seven-rotor brake
for Phase H with the following changes,
I. The change from four rotors to seven rotors decreased the
lining power or heat flux to 4/7 of the four-rotor configuration.
The change in thickness by going to a seven-rotor brake
improves ;he densitw, strength, and thermal conductivity
acress the thickne, J. The seven-rotor brake was heat treated,
increasing its thermal conductivity to 2.5 times that of the
four-rotor brake configuration tested in Phase I.
Graph Noo 6 shows the comparison of the temperature gradients between
the four and seven-rotor brake. The therrrml stresses calculated for
the seven-rotor brake were 2s 570 psi compared to II_ 900 psi for the
four-rotor. This is a decrease in thermal stress of 78 percent.
!
!
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GRAPH NO. 6
COMPARISON OF DISK TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN A 4 & T-ROTOR HEAT SINK
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PHASE II
FINAL DESIGN AND TEST
Phase I test indicated that the full capability of the
carbon heat sink could not be utilized at energy levels
required by the space shuttle, due to the temperature
limitations of the wheel and tire. This limitation
could cause the carbon brake to have a severe weight
penalty compared to the carbon lined beryllium brake.
To obtain the lightest configuration, B.F. Goodrich proposed
at this time to evaluate both structural carbon and carbon
lined beryllium to the actual space shuttle requirements.
The proposal was excepted and the contract redirected
to evaluate both brake designs to the following require-
ments: REF: NAS 9-IZ049, Exhibit "A t', Amendment 4S.
I o
.
SPACE SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS
(1o-16-7z)
REUSABLE ENERY CONDITION
A) 5 Stops
B) KE=42 x 106 ft Ibs
C) Brake on Speed 190 Knots
D) Deceleration I0 ft/sec Z
MAXIMUM ENERGY CONDITION
A) I Sto_
B) KE=70 x l06 ft lbs
C) Brake on Speed 190 Knots
D) Deceleration I0 ft/sec z
Z3
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Structural carbon and carbon lined beryllium brakes were
sized for the space shuttle requirements. The structural
carbon brake was sized bythe 5-stop requirement, operating
at Z000°F. The beryllium brake was sized by the maximum
energy requirement, operating at 1800°F.
Graph No. 7 shows the heat sink temperature vs kinetic
energy, and Table VI shows the weight comparison for the
brake designs in Figures 7 and 8.
GRAPH NO. 7
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TABLE VI
WEIGHT COMPARISON
Rotor s
Stators
Wear
Plates
Beryllium
Back Plate
Piston Housing
Assembly
Insulation
Wheel
Assembly
Total
5-Rotor Structural
Carbon
34.5
Z7.6
1.8
151.3
L L
Z77.4
5-Rotor Carbon
Lined Beryllium
Steel Attachment
43.4
34.7
4.5
13.6
20, 3
149.3
274.9
25
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!
#
727-Z00
Ptoton Houoin8
P/N 2-1279-$
727-200 Wheel
49 x 17-20
Structural Carbon/Graphite Heft Sink
P/N Z - IZ79-2
Fqiure 7
_rTilium Heat Sink
Figure S
26
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Two parallel programs, as shown by the flow chart, were used to evaluate
the braking systems, The objectives were:
A,. To demonstrate the heat sink design criteria.
B* To prove that the heat sink structural capabilities
will meet the requirements.
C. To prove wheel, tire, and brake compatibility.
Ca r bon. hined
Ptery[lium
Two-Rotor Full-Scale
Prototype Five -Rotor Final
Test Te st Design
Conclusion
Recomrner_dation
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STRUCTURAL CARBON PRO'FOTYP_ ?_ST
TWO-ROTOR BRAKE"
The prototype test was performed on a two-rotor brake: t,. t'_e equivalent
space shuttle normal energy ¢5-Stop requirement'_ and the n,axinqu,_
energy (1-Stop requirement}. Table VII lists the two-rotor brake, require-
merits and the average results from the test.
TABLE VII
CARBON BRAKE
TWO ROTOR TEST RESULTS
PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS AV£RAGE RESULTS
NORMAl. MAXIMUM
ENERGY ENERGY
NUMBER STOe_ S I
KINETIC ENERGY (FT-LBS)
x I0 _ 1.11.7 2.1.4
INERTIA EQUIVALENT (LBS) 10.3q1 16,928
LANDING VELOCITY FPS 302.0 3OS O
STOP TIME {5EC} 31.0 3"_O
BR,_KE TORQUE (FT.LBS) 5112 8,,114
LINING LOADING (FT-LBS/IN 2
. _ : , ,
TEMPERATURE oF
24,0S4 39,937
L|.%ING POWER
(FT-L..BS 'SEC.! Na ) 773.9 12_,7.9
FRICTION FORCE (PSI) 15.$ 25.$
2810oF
s_..so7HEAT $|NK LOADING
FT-LBSI_LBu
910,447
NORMAL MAXIMU_
ENERGY ENERGY
6 !
14.65 24.5
1o,391 16,.928
30 T.O . 305.2
q
33 8 33.3
I
23,9'72 40.140
709.0
_ 18,9
1970°F
$46,641
1205 4
23.8
915_98
Z8
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A crack '_as observed in the stator after the first r_or_,_n_':_t<>m, as
show'n by Photograph No. "5. The crack originated it,the drive notch
and %_as believed to be due to con_bination of Ir'_echanica[ and thern_a).
stresses. The drive configuration was p,_odified to re,'_uce the stress
concentration as shown by Photograph .No. 6.
Five normal stops and one rnaxiI_nun_ stop were completed on the rp, od_ied
stator with no cracking. Cracks were observed in the rotors durin_ the
normal stops, but the tests were cmnpleted with no apparent problems.
Photographs numbered 7 through 9 show the condition of the heat sink
after testing.
The torque characteristics for the high-temperature operation are shown
on Graphs numbered8 and 9. The coefficient of friction averages 0. 14 for
the normal stop and .085 for the maximum energy stop. CoIered movies (:::I
of the stops indicate the severity of operating the heat sink at these high
temperatures and pinpoint a potential wheel and tire compatibility problem.
The high kinetic energy proposed for the wheel and brake package will
limit the temperature at which the heat sink can operate and be compatible
with the _eel and tire.
('-':) Movie _No. A-135, showing fifth normal and maximum energy stop
supplied to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Mechanical Systems Branch,
Houston, Texas: _ttention: 7. E. Martin. Marked for
Contract N4S-q-IZ049.
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 5
{'_'" T£THR St,_O_AtX(; {_R_CK IN DE IVE i_I?(1
,_t_:2 :. iRST 2_£()RXIAT. T'C;D
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PHOTOC_^_ NO.I6
CENTER STATOR
Showing Drive Lug Modification Red,acing the Stress Concentration
31
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 8
STATOR AND ROTOR CONDITION AFTER TEST
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NO. 2 ROTOR CONDITION AFTER TEST
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Graph No. 8
Pressure, Torque VS Stop Time -- Normal Energy
ILF._W_IClt AEROIPg_E| O_.FE_IE
Graph No. 9
Pressure, Torque VS Stop Time -- Maximum Energy
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STRUCTURAL CARBON
FIVE-ROTOR BRAKE TEST
i
l
|
OBJECTIVE
A°
B.
To prove the full heat sink capability.
To prove the wheel and tire compatibility.
An attempt was made to test a full-size structural carbon brake
to the space shuttle five-stop condition, operating at Z000°F and a
one-stop condition, operating at 2850°F. During the initial testing,
the No. 4 stator failed as shown by Photograph No. I0. Cause of
the failure was believed due to a combismtion of mechanical and
thermal stress and the unequal distribution of load throughout the
heat sink. The thermal stress was believed to be the major cause
of failure, as theoretical stress analysis showed that the mechanical
loads on the stator were running a_proximately four percent of the
ult/rn_te mtres_h of the material. * The w_r o/this martial is
very low, causing non-uniform contact across the face of this disk.
The thermal conductivity of the material is low, and the localized
contact areas caused hot bands producing high thermal stresses.
Hot bands on the outside diameter of the stator put the inside diameter
in tension which, with mechanical stresses, caused failure.
Photograph Nos. II and IZ show the rotor and stators after test.
IAppendix A, Carbon Brake Failure Analysis
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 10
4 STATOR AFTER INITIAL TESTINg,
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. II
ROTOR CONDITION AFTER TEST
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FINAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL CARBON BRAKE
The following conclusions were made based on Phase I and
Phase II tests:
o
The thermal stresses must be reduced for the
carbon brake to meet the structural requirements.
This can be accomplished by processing the
material to a higher temperature which produces
a more graphitic structure, having a higher thermal
conductivity. Graph No. 15 shows that the conductivity
of the material can be increased by a factor of five,
by going to a full graphite state.
Zo Mass must be added to the heat sink so that its
operating temperature will be compatible with the
wheel and tire. The maximum operating temperature
for the five-stop, 42 x 106 ft Ib requirement would be
approximately 1600°F. This would require the addition
of 3Z. 3 pounds to the structural carbon brake.
Graph No. 10 shows the comparison in the operation temperatures
and weight between the original and final brake designs.
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CARP, ON I I,<ED BERYLLIUM PROTOTYPE TEST
SINGLE ROTOR, i6-INCH DIAMETER PARTS
--_ v.i:
_:_,:_ prutotype test was performed on available 16-inch diameter heat
aink designed to fit an 18-inch diameter beadseat wheel. The objectiv_
_,f the test was to verify the method of attaching the lining and to determine
the frictional characteristics of the lining material.
"the test was performed to simulate the space shuttle normal energy
requirements shown in Table VIII, page 47. Inspection after the first
stop showed that the steel washers holding the linings in place against
the beryllium were melting as shown by photograph No. 13. The low thermal
conductivity of the lining material caused the interface te,nperature to be
extremely high. The washers, having very little hea_ sink capacity and
being close to t_ts surface, were melting.
The problem was solved by replacing the steel washer with a TZM
(molybdenum, titanium, and zirconium alloy) washer that has a melting
point of 4, 700°F. Two more normal stops were performed with the new
TZM washers verifying that the problem was solved. Photograph No. 14
shows the condition of the heat sink p; rts after the test.
The frictional characteristics of the heat sink were good with a coefficient
of friction of approximately 0.21 as shown by pressure torque relation-
ship on Graph No. 11.
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PHOTOGRAPH NO.
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PHOTOGRAPH _O. 14
RETAINER
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CARBON LINED BERYLLIUM
f'IVE-ROTOR BRAKE TEST
A full-size carbon lined beryllium brake, P/N 2-!279-3, with the TZ.XI
washer modifications from Phase I, was tested to demonstrate the
capability of the beryllium heat sink to meet the space shuttle require-
ments.
Two normal stops at an energy of 42 x 106ft lbs was performed on the.
beryllium brake. Problems developed with the attachment of the carbon
lining to the beryllium core, and the test was stopped. The frictional
characteristics of the brake were good. The average coefficient of
friction for the two normal stops was approximately 0.2. The torque
pressure characteristics are shown on Graphs 12 and 13.
A temperature survey performed on the second normal stop indicated
that the wheel tubewell and tire beadseat were reaching their critical
temperatures. The data shown on Graph 14 substantiate the basic
conclusion made on the structural carbon brake test in that the wheel and
tire compatibility will limit the operating temperatures of the heat sink.
Photographs 15, 16, and 17 show the carbon lined beryllium heat sink
before and after test.
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Carbon Lined Beryllium Normal Energy Stop
Torque, Pressure VS Stop Time
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PHOTOGRAPH NO. 17
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The problems that occurred with the carbon li_.cd b<."'.'!_i'.1," }_rake
were melting of the steel lining attachment and war1_a!:e _,f t:_. IDling_,.
segments. Colored movies (*) of one stop showed that the lining rr, aterial
was getting extremely hot during the stop Iapproximate!y 3000OF +)
while the beryllium core was still relatively cold. The high lining
temperature warped the linings and caused the steel transferring the
torque from the lining into the beryllium to melt. The corresponding
decrease in lining bearing area, caused the linings to fail. The reason
for the high lining temperature was the low thermal conductivity in the
perpendicttlar direction of the carbon lining {See Graph No. 15). The
heat was being stored in the lining instead of being transferred into the
relatively cold beryllittrn core. The finalbulk temperature of the heat
sink was in the 1200 ° to 1300°F range as predicted.
i
i i
I[
E C
(*) Movie No. A-137, showing the normal energy stop supplied to
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Mechanical Systems Branch,
Houston, Texas; Attention: 3. E. Martin. Marked for
Contract NAS-9- lZ049.
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SOLUTIONS
Increase the thermal conductivity of the lining.
The temperature of the friction interface is on the bor_']er line of
melting the steel attachment. Graph 15 shows that hea_ treating
the carbon lining segment improves its thermal conductivity by
a factor of five. This increase in the thermal conductivity should
lower the temperature of the friction interface by transferring the
heat from the lining segment into the berylliurn core.
Improve the high temperatur e stability of the lining.
Heat treating the lining segment also improves its high temperature
stability. The lining warpage was due to the operating ten_perature
exceeding the processing temperature of the material. The high
interface temperature continued to graphitize and shrink that
surface of the lining segment. Processing the material to higher
temperature will uniformly graphitize the material and minimize
the warpage problem.
Improve the method of attaching the Lining by increasing the bearing
area and holdin[_ down the edges of the lining segments.
The method of attaching the lining segment can be revised to
minimize the problems caused by lining warpage. Photograph 17
and Figure 9 show the method of attachment of the lining
segments for the stator and back plate. The backpiate
attachment holds the edges of the lining segment down while the stator
attachment allows the segment to curl. The backplate attachment
was a proven but heavier design and was used only for attachment
of lining to the backplate. The advantages of the backpiate attachment
design now justified the increase in weight and should be used for
attaching the lining to the rotors and stators as shown by Fig. 10.
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Figure 10
Proposed Rotor and Stator Lining Attachment
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FINAL DESIGN
CARBON LINED BERYLLIUNI _R.\- :_
The following conclusions were made based ,m Phase I
and Phase. II tests:
l0 The thermal conductivity and high tcrnperature
stability of the lining segment must be increased
to eliminate the melting of the steel lining attach-
ment and warpage of the lining segment.
o The method of attaching the lining to the rntor and
stators should be changed to the method used on the
back plate. The back plate design increases the
bearing area and retains the edges of the lining
segment, minimizing the problems caused by
lining warpage.
There was no change in the operating temperature between the
original and final brake design. The brake weieht wiU increase
by 7.2, found due to the change in lining attachment for rotors
and stators as shown on Table IX.
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• N _ ", Amen_ro, ent 4S.1 _ AS Contract No. 9-iZ04q, Exhibit "A
Carbon Brake Failure Analysis, Appendix A, pages A-1 thru A-6
Number 4 Stator, P/N 133-387-1
o Stress Analysis - Structural Beryllium Heat Sink
P/N2-17-79-3, B-I thru B-4
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APPENDIX A
Carbon Brake Failure Analysis
Number 4 Stator, P/N 133-387-1
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CARBON BRAKE FAILURE ANALYSIS
Number 4Stator, P/N 133-387-I
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INTRODUCTION
The No. 4 stator failed during initial Phase H testing of the full size
carbon brake to the space shuttle 5-stop requirement.
Visual inspection indicated that the outside diameter of the disk was
contacting harder than the inside diameter and, therefore, getting
_. The therznal stresses developed due to a hot band on the
outside diameter of the disk p_ts the inside diameter in tension.
This thermal stress, along with the mechanical loads, is believed to
have caused failure.
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THEORE TICAL ANALYSIS
.I
1
s
The theoretical thermal and mechanical stresses were
calculated assuming a IZOO°F temperature gradlent
across the face of the disk and using the mechanical
loads recorded at time d failure. 1
.J
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]
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CONC L U SIO N
The analysis shows that the IZOO_'F temperature gradient
is the major stress and is sufficient to cause failure.
A-3
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Theoretical Mechanical Stress Analysis _ !33-387 1 starer
Required Data I
A A I
I i I ,'r.z.o(t-4--_ i o- I I !1 I
i,,pl mb
_1
T • Torqae = I0, 000 £t IL
N - Nmrsben-dStator. - 5 i]
n • Nmnber of Drives/Stator = .16 !
R = 5.33
F = Force on Lug = 12TINnR • 281.4 lbs .i
Aeeumed ' LoadinR Conditions .1
]
L_ _ l
A-4
I
I
I
i
T"
+
t
q
t+
[
!
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Analysis at A
ox = OUAx >,/d
_o x t6xX = FI
_auA x xldt+xX=F|
d
OMA x tx2dx = FI
o d
ore._ = 3Flltd 2
Where: I = 17.20/2 - R = 3.27 in.
d = (17.20+ 11.55)/2 -2.83 in.
! = .755 in.
SCF = STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR = 1.57
fA = OMAX + OTEN = 386psi
NOTE" The above analysis was checked experimentally with an F-14 carbon
szator. The two analysis compared very well.
Theoretical Thermal Stress Analysis of 133-387-1 motor
Thermal stress analysis was performed by assuming the disk ro be cut into two concentric rings.
The temperature of the outer ring was 12OO°F while the inner ring remained at room teml_rature.
The force required to hold the two rings together was calculated and then used to determine the
stressesimposed on the inner ring. The analysis follows.
A-5
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i
i
?
I
st,
I
I
I b
Vo 1.l_,
A
I .Z6
"¢ -_ 5A
.'1"J6 k.
_._
Thus: ft =
OUTER RING EXPANSION:
1
I A + b2 ]6b = bVo A2.bZ +.3 /Et
= 33.51 x 10SV o
INNER RING EXPANSION:
6, = AV o A'2--'I_ -.3 let ]
= -26.33 x 104V o
+ 6 s = .01452
Vo = 2023#/in.
Thermal expansion of outer _
/ring inner diameter using )_ expansion coefficient of
_.002 in./in.
A z Vo (b 2 + r2)//rZ(A2-b 2)
16322 psi
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Stress Analysis -- Structural Beryllium
Heat Sink
Brake P/N 2-1279-3
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Brake PiN 2-! '79 :.
{ ,,tt..x,l HEAI 5[Niq
quite _:o!.:plc:,. i i,, i.,!U,.xl;i,_ ;>. • ,:..,_ , , .t ._b,_'_.'Jl_2 TIll<:
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LOADING CONDITIONS
The rotors and staturs for the ,_[_,:e shuttle are the same size
and basic desi, , _s the C-5A brake except for thickness. The
following shows the con_parison in thickn_ns and loading conditions.
Rotor
Thick ne s
(inches)
Stator
Thickness
(inche s )
Ave ra g e
Torque
Required
for Maximum
Energy Stop
C - 6A
berylliun_
P, raku
• J7
202,512-
in lb
,,, .,,.. i
Proposed:;:
NASA
Brake
| . i,
• 540
• 575
268,488
in lbs
•Five-Rotor Carb6n l_,in,:d _vr_,]tium Heat sink
B-I
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ANALYSIS OF BERYLLIUM STATORS
C-SA
d
P
= 2T/(*K e*KINsN d)
= 1570 lbs
Stress = p/t h = 8590 psi
NASA
d
Dim ens_ons:
t = .42 in
h = .38 in
d = 10.5 in
N s = no. of slots = II
N = no. of stators = 4
Load s:
IE - 32741 Ibs
T -- 202512 in lbs
Dimensions:
t -- .575 in
h = .38 in
d = 10.5 in
Ns = II
I_ = 5
Load s:
P = 1455 Ibs IE = 69870 Ibs
T = Z68,488 in Ibs
Stress = 6649 psi
*Mechanical efficiency factor s for heat stack and drive lugs.
B-Z
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ANALYSIS OF B_.R_I..,_.IIr_! _(/[_,> q
!
,
d
-_ p = 2TI(_Ke*K 1 N r N d}
g
= 977 Ibs
Stress = Pith : 7540 psi
i7)irI_ ,,n _ions"
: . 37 m
l, : .3q in
d = 18.0 in
N r = no. of slots = 9
N -- no. of rotors = 4
Loads:
IE = 32741 lbs
T = 202512 in lbs
t _
NASA
p ._
1 Stress =
i
t
Di_ncnsions:
t = . 54 in
h = .35 in
d = 18.0 in
Ne = 9
N =
Loads:
d
1036 lbs IE = 69870 lbs
T = 268,488 in lb
5481 psi
-*,-Mechanical efficiency factors for heat stack and drive lugs.
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Part III, App. B
I
!
J
CONC LUSIONS
The initial stresses of the proposed structural beryllium
rotors and stators for the Space Shuttle application are
approxkrr_tely Z2.6 and 27.3 percent respectively lower
than the proven capability of the C-5A beryllium heat sink.
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